
Youth Coaches Clinic 
Organization:  Team Snap and/or Google Sheets. 

Games:  Plan ahead with who’s playing what positions during what innings. 

Character: Our team’s character is developed during practice! 

The most important time you spend with your team is at practice, and the foundation for building team 
character is coaching a practice focused on hustle, repetitions, and having a good attitude.  Make sure 
you emphasize the importance of being a great teammate, repeatedly.  

Hustle 

Beginning with the first practice, start to mold the players’ mindset by emphasizing the importance of 
hustle. Hustling on and off the field shows respect for the game, and illustrates a high level of discipline 
and mental toughness that makes your opponent take notice.  
 
There is no talent needed to run on and off of the field, but it shows the other team that you are ready 
to play and want to play. Even if your team is losing, you still need to hustle because it shows the other 
team that they will need to play to the final out to earn a win.  

Repetitions 

Our players will never be perfect, but with ample repetitions, players do improve. Sound fundamentals 
are the key to success, and the only way to get better is by putting forth an honest effort and paying 
attention to details while executing each drill.  
 
I’ve seen too many practices where a coach spends a major amount of time hitting to a position player 
with the rest of the team waiting for their turn. This approach does not engage the team, nor does it 
help them get better. To be more effective with the time you have, break out into smaller groups, one 
group per coach, and work on different fundamentals. A good example would be one coach with four to 
five outfielders working on fly balls. The small group is engaged and getting several more reps in a 
shorter span of time. If coaches are missing and a parent is around, ask them to help you out. 
 
Group 1: Hitting Drills 

Group 2: Infield Drills/Fundamentals 

Group 3: Outfield Drills/Fundamentals 

Group 4: Pitching Techniques or Pitching Practice 

Rotate every 10-15 Minutes 



Give homework assignments to the kids after practice for kids and parents.  Tell them to throw 50 
pitches before the next practice and/or take 50 swings or work on a couple of the drills from practice.  
Kids will not get better if they only play baseball at practice.  If parents are around, picking up their kids, 
let them know the homework assignment as well.  

Attitude 

Maintaining a positive attitude in the face of disappointment and having a short memory sounds simple, 
but each are important skills to master that require work. Your team will respond the way you react to a 
win, a loss, a play, or questionable call. Baseball is considered a game of failure, and it is easy to lose 
focus when a play or at-bat doesn’t go your way. Players should know that if they allow the recent past 
to affect them, and don’t accept those experiences as teachable moments, then the next time the ball is 
hit to them or during their next at-bat, it will be that much harder to find success.  
 
Remember that this is a game, and the lessons learned will go beyond the ball field. It’s nice to win, but I 
can tell you that I remember my players’ successes, achievement and growth more than wins and losses.  

Specific Throwing Drills: 

1. Kneeling Figure Eight: Reinforces rhythm and tempo in the upper body when throwing the ball. 
2. Standing Figure Eight: Creates rhythm and tempo with the whole body when throwing the ball. 
3. Standing Power Position: Creates a correct power position with the lower and upper body when 

throwing the ball 
4. Boxers:  Creates rhythm and teaches how to transfer energy from the backside of the body to 

the front side. 
5. Jump Backs: Teaches players how to incorporate their whole body when throwing the ball. 
6. Long Toss: Increases arm strength.  Avoid throwing curveballs in practice and games.   Teach 

them to throw fastballs, change-ups and most importantly strikes.  Let the pitcher know they are 
successful if they throw strikes, not necessarily by getting the hitter out.  The only thing a 
pitcher can control is if they throw strikes. 

Additional Throwing Practice 

1. 21 Points: assign points to each throw.  Hit the glove target without it moving…3 points.  2 
Points if glove has to move but ball still in body area.  1 point if the receiver needs to stretch or 
move to make the catch.  No points if it’s a bad throw that can’t be caught. 

2. Relay Game: Divide your team into equal groups and place players in a straight line 20-30 feet 
apart.  1st player in each line has a ball.  On coach’s command, players start throwing the ball 
down their line as quickly as possible.  If they overthrow their partner or their partner misses the 
ball, it must go back to the original thrower and they try that exchange again.  The last player in 
line catches the ball and sends it back down the line to where it started from.  First team to 
finish wins. 
 



Catching Thrown Baseballs 

1. Above the Belt Catches: Fingers on glove should be pointing upwards (towards the sky). 
2. Below the Belt Catches: Fingers on glove pointing down (towards the ground.) 

 

Specific Catching Drills: 

1. Quick feet, quick release drill: Partners around 30 feet apart.  They can be given a specific time 
or a number to get to like 10.  Key is to get the feet moving into a throwing position just before 
the ball is caught, and to a position the throwing hand near the glove to quickly grip it and be 
able to throw it.  Develops footwork and quick transition from glove to hand. 

2. Relay Positon Drill: Improves a player’s ability to relay the ball as a “cut-off man”.  As receiver 
starts to catch the ball turn to catch it on the glove side.  After catching fake a relay before 
turning around to throw it to their partner. 

Infield Drills: (Big Five Drills) 

1. Fielding Mechanics..Have fielder’s start with ball in their glove in proper fielding positon.  Step 
through appropriately with non-glove foot, throw and FOLLOW. 

2. Short Hops..Improves a fielder’s ability to handle short hops at them to the backhand and the 
glove side 

3. Three Step/Five Step: Improves a player’s first step to a ground ball and the ability to move into 
a good fielding position. 

4. Ozzie Drill: Fielders are on their knees while coach throws them ground balls.  Older kids should 
get short hops thrown at them and fungos as well. 

5. Fly Ball Drill: Improves a fielder’s ability to handle fly balls around the infield. 
6. Live Reps: Coaches should roll various ground balls to the fielders, then fungo them as well. 

Double Play Drills: 

1. Box Feeds: Have player’s stand in a square formation, around 10-15 feet apart.  One player 
starts with a baseball and starts in the proper fielding position with ball in glove.  When ready, 
fielder makes a flip to his right (2nd baseman to SS).  Fielder follows his flip.  Ball continues 
around in square.  After a few reps around, go the other direction (SS to 2nd base or 1st base to 
pitcher covering).   

2. Rolled flip feeds: Coach rolls ground ball to 2nd baseman who in turn flips to SS covering.  After a 
few reps, coach rolls to SS and they flip to 2nd baseman.   

3. Short Fungo flip feeds: Same as above, only balls are hit to the fielders.  Make sure all infielders 
are learning all positions. 

 

 



Outfield Drills: 

1. Football Drills: Throw baseballs to the outfielders. 
a. Have them drop step and run left, throw ball out there for them to go and get 
b. Drop step right run and throw 
c. Straight over their head..make sure they are opening up and getting off the line.  Glove 

hand should be their drop leg. 
d. Angle in right 
e. Angle in left 

2. Tennis racket 
a. With tennis balls and a racket, hit some balls higher in the air to challenge them.  Tennis 

balls keep it safe as they get more comfortable 

 

Pitching Mechanics:  

1. Coach Hand-Off Drill: Balance drill.  Coaches hands the ball to the pitcher when he gets into his 
balance position.  Coach stands behind the pitcher with the baseball.  When pitcher gets into his 
balance positon, coach hands the pitcher the ball and then he delivers the pitch. 

2. Coach Toss Balance Drill: Pitcher gets into a quality balanced position, once that occurs, coach 
tosses the pitcher a baseball from a few feet off to the side.  Player catches ball and delivers 
pitch to the plate. 

3. Towel Drills: Get a hand towel with a golf ball taped inside of it.  Pitcher will grip the golf ball and 
have the rest of the towel go between his pointer and middle finger.  This will allow for realistic 
snap and finish action of an actual baseball when making dry pitches.  Be sure to explode the 
hips to generate maximum arm speed.  Extend out front.  Coach is out front, wearing a glove.  
We want the pitcher to reach and snap the glove with the loose end of the towel.  If player is 
extending easily to glove, back up as a coach.  As they get better, continue to back up the coach 
to get the pitcher to extend on their follow through. 

4. Bucket Drill: Improves knee lift, balance, and hip loading.  Be careful that the bucket isn’t too 
high for the pitcher.  Pitcher starts in balanced position with toes from lift leg on top of the 
bucket.  When they hip load and deliver, we want the back foot to tip the bucket over or touch 
the bucket. 

5. Tee Drill: Great drill for direction.  Draw a right angle off the rubber from where the pitcher 
stands.   We want pitchers landing foot to land on that line with their inside big toe.  Simple but 
effective drill. 

 

 

 



Catcher Drills: 

1. Receiving tennis balls: improves the mechanics and confidence of catching a pitch with control 
behind the plate. 

2. Block and recover: Work these drills with tennis balls as well, so catchers get comfortable and 
aren’t scared. 

3. Passed Ball: Improves mechanics of retrieving passed balls or wild pitches and throwing the ball 
to the pitcher covering home.  Pitcher should be yelling back, 1st or 3rd depending on where the 
ball kicks.  Have catcher start in blocking position, chin down.  Coach roll ball towards back stop 
and pitcher tells catcher where the ball is located as the catcher sprints to retrieve it. 

Hitting Drills: 

1. Double Tee Drill: Two tee’s, almost level.  Baseball elevated slightly higher than back tee.  Back 
tee prevents player from dropping hands.  Hit the ball off the front tee, driving down through 
the baseball without hitting the back tee. 

2. High Tee Drill: Helps hitters develop a correct swing path.  This will be difficult for hitters that 
drop their hands or barrel. 

3. Basketball Tee Drill: Use an old basketball/soccer/volleyball and set up on the tee.  Slightly 
deflated balls work the best.  Hitters must extend through the ball to hit it hard.  Barrel will 
recoil on players that give up on contact. 

Game Situations: 

1. Play small sided games in practice, ideally with the coach pitching so that there are more balls in 
play and more situations to learn from.  Even if that means you are playing without outfielders 
(especially) at the young age.  Make a rule if they hit it to the outfield, coach decides if it’s a 
single, double, triple, etc.  Most of the plays will be in on the infield and the less standing 
around, the better. 
 

2. Another way to scrimmage as a team is divide the team into groups of four.  Four hitters in on 
offense, the other two groups of four make up the defense.  Rotate the first group of four to the 
field and bring in another group to hit. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Throwing Progression 

        

GOAL…BALL NEVER TOUCHES THE GROUND (Have Extra in Pockets)      

Separate hands…Thumbs go down, ball doesn’t go below the waist for infielders     

Pitcher's should alternate grips between 4 seam/2 seam/Change-up     

1st 9 Drills are 30 seconds: potentially longer for youth.         

1. Standing Wrist Snaps..Elbow High on top of glove..not shooting jumpers, snap the ball to your 
partner  

2. Kneeling Figure 8's ..Good extension, chin to target, arm finishing outside of opposite knee, glove to 
arm pit or chest area        

3. Kneeling Power Position: Slight hesitation, check ball to be opposite of target. Not throwing 
grenades.  

4. Standing Figure 8's..toes pointing at partner. Get good rotation and hit partner in the chest.   

5. Rock Forward, Back and Throw (60 feet) Regular Gloves       

6. Standing Power Positon.  Finish out front on follow through       

7. Tempo Arm Swings.  Close shoulder to target, swing arms out front, transfer weight back and forth 
until ready to throw, weight on back foot, transfer to front foot.       

8. Boxers..Closed to target..transfer weight front to back then throw and follow.  Feel that weight 
loading up on back foot before throwing        

9. Jump Backs..Over exaggerated load against the back side. Follow the throw after release   

10. 180's..basically a spin move to second.  Learning to control the body. Have great direction and follow 
throw.        

11. Throw on Run..walk down line..field off left, throw off right simulation.. working throwing from 
different arm slots. ( 2 minutes)        

12. Infield postion..Ball in Glove..step through with right foot, throw and follow...Receiver fakes a relay. 
(2 Minutes)        

13. Field, Power, shuffle, shuffle, throw and follow   (2 Minutes)    

14. Back Up to Long Toss 4-6 Minutes        



15. Quick Feet/Quick Release.  3x20 seconds from close distance..make sure kids are still using 
appropriate arm action.           

Additons:  Pick Off's, Run Downs, Glove Flips..20 seconds close distance, Double Play Feeds   

***Receiver’s work relays, tags, DP’s   
 
 
 

Please email me with questions if you have them:  finleyryan@mhasd.k12.wi.us 
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